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analyzed on a generation basis to compare changes in

performance of a Composite population to parental

Berkshire and Yorkshire breeds. Analysis was performed in

six discrete and overlapping generations on backfat

thickness, loin eye area and litter size (number born

alive and dead); litter size was the primary trait of

emphasis in the selection scheme. Phenotypic correlations

adjusted for different environmental effects were

estimated along with heritability for the traits

considered.

Phenotypic correlation between backfat thickness and

loin eye area was moderate and showed a negative trend in



both parental and Composite populations. Correlations

between litter size and loin eye area or backfat thickness

were not consistent; litter size had, where significant, a

moderate negative association with loin eye area. The

phenotypic correlation between litter size and backfat

thickness was non-significant.

The increased number of pigs born to Composite dams

over parental Yorkshire and Berkshire dams, was

significant only in earlier generations. The differences

among the breeds for backfat thickness and loin eye area

in the generations were small and mostly non-significant.

Heritability estimates for each of the three traits in

each of the three populations were within the usual values

found in other studies and they indicate positive response

in relation to selection differentials. Among other

possible explanations for similarity of responses within

each of the three populations is the long history of

coadapted direction of selection in the populations used.
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EVALUATION OF RESPONSES TO SELECTION AND ASSOCIATION

AMONG SPECIFIC TRAITS IN THREE POPULATIONS OF SWINE

1. Introduction

In the swine industry, low genetic potential ranks

high among reasons for low productivity in traditional,

unimproved indigenous pigs (Cunningham, 1983; Fitzhugh,

1983 and Hallam, et al., 1983). If a person was to

increase swine meat production, a breeding program should

include, as a minimum priority, the upgrading of

indigenous genotypes. Replacement of these breeds is most

often not an effective solution as indigenous populations,

unlike introduced breeds are better adapted to their

environment and production systems, (Pathiraja, 1987).

Besides the high capital investment required for such

replacement programs, changes in the population structure

might result in a significant reduction in very valuable

genes (Polge, 1983).

Genetic recombination of traits from a crossbred

foundation based on breed classes having contrasting trait

superiorities would be expected to offer a potentially

beneficial genetic basis for combining desired traits. A

production oriented program involving use of two somewhat

contrasting breeds and a population developed from a cross

of these was begun at Oregon State University in 1961.

The primary objective of this program was the use of a
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low -coat breed developing technique to combine traits from

diverse genotypes and improve performance. A Berkshire

population with an average loin eye area (LEA) of 4.34

square inches and litter size of 8.07, was expected to

contribute large LEA to a composite population developed

from a Berkshire x Yorkshire and Yorkshire x Berkshire

crossbred base. The Yorkshire's traits consisted of its

large mean litter size 11.13 and a low LEA of 3.82 square

inches (Krider et al., 1982). The resulting population

from these two clones, hereafter referred to as Composite,

would be expected to offer an opportunity to combine the

superior traits of the parental breeds to mean levels

greater than the average of the two.

The technique of recombination of traits used to

develop the Composite breed was accompanied by a flexible

selection system, which unlike conventional selection

practices is not based on a constant weighting index.

This flexibility allowed for more emphasis on some traits

and less on others. In each generation animals were

selected mainly for litter size, number of pigs weaned,

growth rate and feed efficiency. Carcass traits

including loin eye area, length, and backfat thickness

were recorded from randomly slaughtered pigs in a litter,

but less emphasized in selecting pigs to become parents in

the next generation. The primary objective of this study

was to evaluate the extent, if any, of genetic
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relationship between litter size, loin eye area and

backfat thickness. A correlation between these parameters

would enable improvement in the non-selected traits and

allow for a more efficient breeding program.

The objectives of this study designed to provide an

understanding of the technique of recombination can be

summarized as:

1. Compare the performance of a Composite

population to parental Yorkshire and

Berkshire breeds.

2. Evaluate the nature and extent of

phenotypic correlations within

generations between litter size, loin

eye area and backfat thickness in each

of the three populations.
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Recombination of Traits

If a population initially contains gametes of types AB

and ab, recombination in AB/ab results in the production

of new genotypes aB and Ab. Through these genotypes

recombination between loci then becomes a source of new

genetic variation between animals. Acting on this

variation to increase performance in livestock is the

major role of the breeder. The breeder's accuracy in

choosing genetically superior animals from the variability

is increased with detailed records on the performance of

his herd. Adjustment of the performance traits to the

same age basis, sex and other variables enables the

breeder to make comparisons more accurately. It is

important to note however that genetic variability from

recombination does not come through new genes but from new

genotypes which, unlike mutation can occur very rapidly

(Falconer, 1981).

New breeds have been synthesized by employing various

techniques of recombination from foundation stocks

consisting of diverse genotypes. These are generally

developed to correct inabilities of existing breeds. The

Santa Gertrudis beef breed, for example, was developed in

South-Eastern United States to increase beef yield as the

Hereford and Shorthorn could not profitably do this under
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the harsh environments of that region. The Santa

Gertrudis, approximately 3/8 Brahman and 5/8 Shorthorn,

have been widely acclaimed as a hardy beef breed,

performing profitably in diverse geographic area

environments in Africa, Asia and Central America (SGBI,

1979 and Takalashi et al., 1988). The technique of

recombination for developing new pig breeds in the United

States has been most widely used by the U. S. Department

of Agriculture and by L.M. Winters at the University of

Minnesota and his students thereafter. The Minnesota No.

1, No. 2 (Winters et.al., 1944), Hormel Miniature pig

(England et. al., 1954) and the Hanford Miniature Swine

(Bustad et.al., 1965) are all breeds developed through

recombination from foundation stocks of diverse

genotypes.

Genetic progress from recombination of traits can be

accelerated when accompanied by selection. Planned

programs involving selection for developing new stable

populations by recombination of traits based on two or

more complementary existing populations have potential for

providing more useful populations than presently existing

ones.

SELECTION

Recombination followed by selection results in

disequilibrium in a population (Dickerson, 1969, and

Falconer, 1981) with the favored genotypes increasing at
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the expense of others. The simplest and most direct

selection method used to improve farm animals is mass

selection (Fredeen and Mikami, 1986a). This system

involves selecting parents for the next generation based

on their phenotype. The flexible selection system

developed and widely practiced by L. M. Winters and

students thereafter is a modification of the mass

selection method. As reported by England et.al. (1954),

the system does not use a constant index and only the best

with respect to high performance for a trait or traits are

chosen; within the chosen population, mating is done in a

manner judged to best meet needs for enhancing relative

merit of the various traits in each generation. No set

pattern of relationships among mated pairs is adhered to

(England, 1952); merit rather than pre-designated

relationship guides choice of specific mating pairs

between least related animals. In addition to choosing

individuals based on their own phenotype, their progeny

can also be chosen based on performance of parents under

the flexible selection system. The effect of selection

ultimately comes through change in genotype frequencies as

reflected in changes of the population mean in subsequent

generations. This effect has been called Response to

Selection (Falconer, 1981). It is defined as the

difference in means between the offspring of selected

parents and the whole of parental generation.
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Selection Response

In discrete generations actual response to selection

follows the curve in Fig. 1 (Bowman, 1984). Selection

differential in discrete generations is a measure then

(Warwick & Legates, 1979) of phenotypic values of

individuals selected as parents expressed as deviation

from the generation mean before selection. The ratio of

selection response to selection differential is the

heritability of the trait. Heritability is a statistical

tool that provides breeders with guidelines as to progress

that can be made from selection.

Heritability estimates are essential in making

effective breeding plans. When heritability is high as

with carcass measurements mass selection emphasizing

individual performance can be highly successful (Craft,

1958). On the other hand if heritability is low, as in

reproductive traits including litter size, pig birth

weight and weaning weight, use of information from

pedigree and progeny performance is necessary to

accomplish significant genetic progress from selection

(Dickerson, 1969a).

In overlapping generations, reproduction in the dam or

sire continues over an extended period relative to the age

at first breeding (Bichard et.al., 1973). For these

generations the response to selection R, defined by

Falconer (1961) as a heritability x selection differential
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Fig. 2.1 Long term response to selection in a single
selected population.
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for discrete generations is much more complex. Considered

the average genetic superiority of selected individuals in

overlapping generations, R, according to Bichard et.al.

(1973), Hill (1972, 1977 and 1979) can be computed as

d(1 - h2)

where d is number of phenotypic standard deviations

determined from Fisher and Yates (1963) table of probits.

The genetic change G from such overlapping generations

of selection would be

G = (Sm + Sf)(1 - h2)

4(Lm + Lf)

where: Sm, Lm and Sf, Lf are selection differentials

and generation intervals for males and females,

respectively.

It is generally agreed (Dickerson and Hazel, 1944,

Bichard et al., 1973 and Hill, 1979) that genetic progress

made in overlapping generations is slower due to limited

selection pressure. The genetic improvement in the

selected group in one year is not immediately passed

through the population as happens in discrete generations.

All the methods used for computing genetic progress,

predict that response from selection in overlapping

generations is reached asymptotically. In all of these

studies, age structure of the population forms a very

important component in determining response to selection.
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Phenotypic Correlations and Correlated Responses

Success in breeding programs through selection can be

helped by knowledge of genetic relationships existing

among the economic traits (Roy et.al., 1968). Phenotypic

correlation, an example of such relationships among

traits, provides such knowledge. Correlated characters

are important to breeders, for the changes brought about

by selection through improvement in one character will

cause simultaneous changes in other characters.

Correlation can be genetic or environmental (Bowman,

1984). The genetic cause of correlation is either through

pleiotropy or from linkage of genes in populations derived

from crosses between divergent strains. Pleiotropic cause

of correlation is the property of a gene, so that in

segregating, it causes simultaneous variation in the

characters it (they) affects (Falconer, 1981). The

correlation arising from pleiotropy is the overall effect

of all the segregating genes that influence the correlated

characters. Some of the genes may increase one or more

traits while reducing the other. The former is a positive

genetic correlation and the latter a negative one.

Environmental factors cause correlation between two

traits if these traits are influenced by the same

differences in environmental conditions (Yamada, 1962).

Many workers have reported a high positive correlation

between growth rate and feed conversion in swine
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(Dickerson and Grimes, 1947, and Rempel and Enfield,

1964). By selecting for growth rate, one would indirectly

be selecting for feed efficiency. Negative phenotypic

correlation has been reported (Dickerson and Grimes, 1947)

between rapid fat deposition, low feed requirements and

poor suckling ability; all are believed to be caused by

the same genes. Such correlations are only valid for a few

discrete generations and estimates are subject to more

error than heritability estimates for the same amount of

data in overlapping generations. This is due normally to

the relatively small changes of gene frequency occurring

in overlapping generations.

The concept of genetic correlations makes it possible

to consider indirect selection and correlated responses.

Indirect selection for a correlated trait with high

heritability might be more effective in improving a trait

than direct selection for that trait. Estimates of

genetic correlations are subject to large sampling errors,

with true relationships differing between breeds,

management and nutritional conditions. This is reflected

in the considerable variation in results reported of

different studies on the relationships among traits in

swine. Hetzer and Miller (1973) reported a negative

genetic correlation between growth rate and fatness for

Duroc in 13 generations of selection for high and low

backfat, while a positive relationship was observed for
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Yorkshire in the same study. In most of these studies,

the experiments involved lines that were not replicated,

and the relationship observed might as well be due to

random genetic drift.

Though genetic relationships between maternal traits

of sows (conception rate, litter size and litter weaning

weight) and carcass characters have not been well defined,

some studies report a low negative genetic correlation

between backfat thickness and litter size (Morris, 1974).

Young et al., 1977 reported a low positive genetic

correlation between growth rate and ovulation rate of

gilts. Fahmy and Bernard (1972) looked at changes in

litter size after 10 generations for Yorkshire selected

for leanness and feed utilization. Trends in litter size

were small and inconsistent in both the high and low

backfat lines.

Genetic Progress

When individual selection is practiced, computation of

selection differential (the difference between performance

of those individuals selected to be parents and the mean

of their generation) is relatively easy. Selection

differential reflects the amount of selection pressure

applied for a particular trait. The larger the selection

differential the more progress could be expected to be

made from selection (Bulmer, 1971). Selection
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differential is affected by number of animals kept for

replacement purposes and number of traits selected for.

Since fewer males are normally needed for breeding

purposes, the selection differential for males is most

often larger than for females. The more traits selected

for, the lower the selection differential for any one of

them. Average level of performance in a trait also

affects the size of the selection differential. If

selection for a trait has been practiced for many years

and the average for that particular trait is very high, it

becomes more difficult to find individuals for breeding

purposes that greatly exceed this average.

Like selection differential, heritability estimates

indicate the amount of progress that can be made from

selection in one generation (Strang and Smith, 1979).

Selection for a trait that is lowly heritable, like litter

size (15 to 17 percent), makes little progress. When

heritability is moderate to high as with carcass traits

(backfat thickness, loin eye area and carcass length), and

post-weaning rate of gain in swine, selection should

result in more progress. In the broad sense, heritability

determines the extent to which individuals' phenotypes are

determined by their genotypes. In livestock breeding

programs heritability in the narrow sense is of more

interest, as it determines the degree of resemblance

between relatives; it expresses the extent to which
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phenotypes are determined by the genes transmitted from

the parents (Smith et al., 1962).

Selection differential and heritability (realized)

would theoretically estimate response to selection. This

response is the difference of mean phenotypic value

between the offspring of selected parents and the whole of

the parental generation. Work with mice (Falconer, 1953)

selected over ten generations for body weight showed that

measurement of response to selection introduces several

procedural problems. The erratic fluctuation of

generation means, weighting selection differential to

remove differences in litter size among animals in a

generation and realized heritability are among the primary

problems in evaluating response to selection.

Breed and Environmental Variables:

Most existing pig breeds are evaluated based on their

relative performance in economic traits (Drewry, 1973).

On a scheme provided by the National Swine Improvement

Federation and reported by Warwick and Legates (1979),

Yorkshire ranked first in litter size but sixth in backfat

thickness and fifth for loin eye area amongst nine

breeds. Hacker et al., (1970) reported significant

differences between breeds for litter size both at birth

and weaning. Differences have also been reported between

breeds in percent of stillborn pigs per litter, ovulation
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rate and embryo survival (Pond, et al., 1960 and England

and Chapman, 1962). The number of Corpora lutea for

Berkshire and Yorkshire sows is approximately 14.6 and

19.2 respectively, whilst the number of embryos is 9.6

and 15.2 (Johnson and Zimmerman, 1986).

Sex differences within breeds in most performance

traits have long been established. Reddy et al., (1959)

in a comparison of 272 gilts and 234 barrows found that

gilts had a significantly slower average daily rate of

gain than barrows. Within Yorkshire pigs, Bennett and

Coles (1946) revealed that gilts took longer to reach

market weight but averaged 0.34 inches more carcass

length, 0.78 square inches larger loin eye area and 0.15

inches less backfat thickness than barrows. Sex

differences within the Minnesota No. 1 for backfat depth

was found to be greater than that in inbred lines of

Poland China (England and Winters, 1953). Pigs from large

litters generally have greater sex differences in backfat

thickness.

Season and year of farrowing have been reported to

affect performance in swine. Reddy et al., (1959)reported

that fall farrowed pigs have an average of 0.43 mm more

backfat than spring farrowed pigs. Summer raised pigs on

pasture were found to average more backfat, 1.56mm, than

those raised on dry lot.
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Age of dam at farrowing has been reported to be as

important a source of effect on performance as inbreeding

of dam (Lush and Molln, 1942). Studies by Olbrycht (1943)

involving 156 sows for ten litters found that litter size

increased until the third litter, remains at peak until

fifth parity and then declines. Literature reports on

the effect of age of dam on birthweight, embryo mortality

and pig survival are inconsistent. Godbey and Grodley,

(1961) and Bereskin et al., (1968) reported that age of

dam had no effect on pig survival; Bauman et al., (1966)

however reported otherwise.

Inbreeding

Inbreeding involves the mating of animals more

closely related than the average members of the breed or

population being inter-mated. The flexible mass selection

system results, through its basic structure of mating

best-to-best, in some inadvertent inbreeding (England and

Winters, 1953). Whilst this causes the accumulation of

desirable genes, it also has the unfavorable effect of

uncovering phenotypes resulting from deleterious

recessive alleles (Pirchner, 1983).

Inbreeding coefficient, Fix, is the probability that

two alleles at any locus in an individual are alike by

descent (Wright, 1922 and Malecot, 1948). With values

ranging from 0 to 1, it represents the probable increase

of homozygosity resulting from the mating of individuals
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more closely related. The coefficient can only be

quantified in relative terms with reference to some

particular generation of a population. The base

population is normally regarded as having a zero

coefficient. Increase in the coefficient indicates

increase in expected homozygosity, departing from the

average heterozygosity assumed in the base generation.

Inbreeding depression, a phenotypic consequence of

inbreeding, is absent where traits lack dominance and

epistatic effect, in which case the mean is expected to

stay unchanged (Hill and Robertson, 1968 and Falconer,

1981).

Where traits are influenced more by non-additive genes

and environmental variation, the detrimental and favorable

effects of inbreeding become of interest to breeders.

Inbreeding of dam or litter generally shows a depression

of litter size (Craft, 1958, and Bereskin et al., 1968).

For each ten percent increase in inbreeding of the dam,

reduction in litter size for different swine populations

average 0.2 to 0.3 pigs. Though some studies have refuted

reports that inbreeding of litter reduces litter size

(Noland et al., 1964, Bereskin et al., 1969), there is a

general consensus that a decline in vigor affects number

of pigs weaned and average weaning weight. Inbreeding of

sire has been shown to delay testicular development and

depress libido but has no direct effect on litter size or
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litter traits. England (1952), however, reported larger

litters sired by heterozygote boars than those sired by

homozygotes.

Carcass traits are genetically affected mainly by

additive gene action. Inbreeding has been shown to have

only minor effects on these (King and Roberts, 1959;

Warwick and Legates, 1979 and Falconer, 1981). The

incidence of abnormalities such as hernias, cryptorchidism

and kinky tail is about 9.4 percent in inbred pigs and

only 4.01 percent in outbred swine. Though the formation

of new breeds of swine involves some inbreeding, it is

generally recommended that it not be practiced in

commercial herds. However, for traits like backfat

thickness and loin eye area mild inbreeding remains a

valuable technique for improvement of different lines or

breeds.
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3. Materials and Methods

Oregon State University swine herd records for

litters farrowed between 1962 and 1973 are the source of

data for this study. Berkshire, Yorkshire and a

composite from these two breeds were used. The composite

is a result of inter se mating of Berkshire X Yorkshire

crossbreds in the Fl and subsequent generations.

Berkshire females were mated to Yorkshire males and

Yorkshire females to Berkshire males to establish a

foundation population; thus the composite from this

population, through recombination, is assumed to have

equal proportions of Yorkshire and Berkshire genes.

The animals used in this study were raised under a

Specific Pathogen-Free type environment. Gilts were

selected as broodstock animals at approximately seven

months of age, and subsequently exposed to boars for

mating at third estrus. Gilts and sows that conceived

were transferred to farrowing crates at 110 days. Pigs

were weaned at 56 days when dams were removed to the

broodstock barn and rebred on first estrus. A total

of 488 animals from 140 litters for Berkshire, 512 from

153 litters from Yorkshires and 514 animals from 163

litters for the composite breed was used in the analysis.

Litters were farrowed mainly in the spring and fall

seasons. Data were used from 157 Berkshires in generation
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1, 98 in generation 0.5, 61 in generation 2, 45 in

generation 1.5, 74 in generation 3 and 59 in generation

2.5. In the Composite, 172 animals were used from

generation 1, 86 from generation 0.5, 93 from generation

2, 90 from generation 1.5, 40 from generation 3 and 63

from generation 2.5. For corresponding generations of

Yorkshire there were 145, 71, 63, 75, 95 and 89 animals,

respectively, used in the analyses. Only litters having

three or more animals with backfat and loin measurements

were used in the analyses.

Litter size was determined as the total number of pigs

born alive and dead by a dam at a specific farrowing. This

was adjusted to a sow equivalent basis to remove parity

effects. Adjusting to sow equivalence involved the use of

observed differences between gilts and sows of each breed

type. The average difference (residual) adjusted by least

squares estimate was added to observed values for all gilt

litters. This is based on the assumption that the

differences between gilts and sows are mainly

environmental. Backfat and loin eye area measurements were

made on randomly selected animals from a litter. Backfat

was measured using a calibrated probe as described by

Hazel and Kline (1952) as an average of three measurements

on the back at the shoulder, at the mid-back and at an

estimated location of the last lumbar vertebrae. The

outline of the cross sectional surface loin eye muscle
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between the tenth and eleventh ribs was traced on acetate

paper and the area was calculated to the nearest tenth of

a square inch using a compensating polar planimeter.

Generations, both discrete and overlapping, were

determined on the basis of generational advance from the

foundation stocks. Mating of foundation (0 generation)

animals produced generation 1 offspring; a foundation sire

or dam mated to a generation 1 animal produced generation

0.5. Mating types and offspring generations produced from

these are shown in Table 3.1.

Adjustments were made for inbreeding of sire, dam and

litter from mean coefficient values calculated for the

populations from pedigree and effective population size.

In computing inbreeding coefficients for individuals

within a breed, the foundation stock was considered to

have a coefficient of zero; effective population size was

used to approximate inbreeding coefficient in

generations.

Individual inbreeding coefficients were calculated by

the co-ancestry method reported by Malecot (1948) and

modified by Emik and Terrill (1949). It was assumed that

the inbreeding coefficient of an individual depends on the

amount of common ancestry in its two parents. The amount

of common ancestry, it is assumed, determines the

inbreeding coefficient of the progeny, and is the

probability that two gametes,one from each parent will
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contain the same alleles that are identical by descent

(Wright, 1922).

Table 3.1: Generations determined from crosses made
within Yorkshire, Berkshire and Composite
breeds

Matings
Foundation x Foundation

Generation
of Progeny

1

Generation 1 x Foundation or
Foundation x Generation 1 0.5

Generation 1 x Generation 1 2

Generation 1 x Generation 2 or
Generation 2 x Generation 1 1.5

Generation 2 x Generation 2 3

Generation 2 x Generation 3 or
Generation 3 x Generation 2 2.5

Statistical Analysis:

Outliers detected by plotting studentized residuals

against predicted values generated from regression

analysis were eliminated to give better estimates of the

effects of generation, sex and season on backfat, loin eye

area and litter size within breeds.

The method of least squares (Harvey, 1975) was used to

analyze the data. Dependent variables used in this study

were litter size, backfat thickness and loin eye area.
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Preliminary analyses were used to examine the effects of

weight at slaughter, parity and inbreeding of dam, litter

and sire on appropriate traits. The model used for the

preliminary analysis was:

I. Y4 = +11 le +hm +lnw +11.m. +hy ei-1-1 -2-2 -3-3 -4-4 -5-5

where

Y
i is the performance of the ith

individual (backfat, loin eye area
and litter size)

bl-b5

x1 -x5

Is the overall mean when xl, x2,
x3, x4 and x5 are equal to zero.

are least square estimates
indicating the extent of the
linear relationship between Y

i
and the predictor variables
xl - x5;

are weight at slaughter,
inbreeding of dam, litter and sire
and parity.

The model used for analysis of backfat (BF), loin eye

area (LEA) and litter size (LS) by multiple regression

analyses for each breed after adjusting for significant

effects as determined in the model for preliminary

analysis was of the general form:

II. Yijki =p+Fi+JJ+5k+G14.(FG)ii+(JG)j1+(SG )kl+eijkl

Where:

Yijkl is the merit of the ith season
the jth year, ktn sex and ltn
generation.
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the overall mean at standard
slaughter weight and zero
inbreeding (for litter size) and
parity effect.

Fi is the effect of the ith
farrowing season (i=fall,
spring).

is the effect of i t h year
(j=1962-73)
is the effect of kth sex (k=male,
female).

Ji

Sk

G 1

(FG)il

(JG)j1

(SG)kl

eijkl

is the effect of the lth
generation (1 = 0.5-3)

is the interaction of farrowing
season with generation of progeny

is the interaction of year with
generation

is the interaction of sex with
generation

random error accounting for
variation in back fat, loin eye
area or litter size due to other
factors.

Coefficient 00, the intercept representing backfat, loin

eye area and litter size when all the effects are zero was

not computed. In each generation for each breed, the

means for the animals within each litter, rather than

separate value for each animal in the litter was used to

give independence before determining the effects of

different factors on loin eye area and backfat thickness.

When adjusted for different significant factors

according to least square estimates from (Models I and II)

generation effect on the traits for each population was
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further analyzed using the General Linear Model procedure

of the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) (Barr, et al.,

1987). In this analysis means were compared using

Duncan's Multiple range test and least significant

differences were also computed to compare trait means

within generations among breeds.

Phenotypic correlations were first determined from

computations based on direct measurements of backfat, loin

eye area and litter size adjusted for factors determined

to be significant in Model I. After adjusting the data to

a standard year, season and sex where significant as

determined by Model II, the correlations were again

determined.

Phenotypic correlations among traits, on data

adjusted for effects found significant on Model I were

calculated on an intra-generation basis using Pearson's

true product moment correlation of the Statistical

Analysis System (SAS) (Barr, et al., 1987)

The formula used in the computation was:

rxy Exv or axy

-V(Ex2)(Ey2)

Where:

mjalxyal

rxy is the phenotypic
correlation between litter
size and backfat thickness or
loin eye area, or between
loin eye area and backfat
thickness.
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deviations of individual
measure from the mean of
either litter size, loin eye
area or backfat thickness.

In each generation for each breed the data adjusted to

a uniform weight at slaughter and to remove seasonal, sex

and yearly effects provided the basis for estimate of

additive genetic variance.

Phenotypic correlations on data adjusted to factors

significant in Model II were computed using covariances

between relatives for the traits considered according to

the equation (Becker, 1984):

xy Cov (xv)
1/Covxx CovYY

The procedure involved analysis of litter size, backfat

thickness and loin eye area on sibs with the covariance

obtained for 1 trait in one relative and for trait 2 in

the second relative. This is intended to reflect a greater

genetic component of the association.

Heritability was computed in discrete and overlapping

generations using analysis of variances partitioned

between sibs on the assumption that the data can be

treated as a hierarchical design (Snecdecor and Cochran,

1967; Flock, 1970; Rutzmozer and Pirchner 1979). It was

assumed that dominance and epistatic effects on backfat
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and loin eye area were negligible (Bellaty, 1987) in both

discrete and overlapping generations. It was futher

assumed that environmental deviation and genotypic value

were not correlated in that treatment or management

conditions were not designed to favor a superior or

inferior genotype. The phenotypic variance was divided

between sires (as or within dams) and between dams (aD) or

within progenies (a4) components. The form of the

analysis as produced by the general linear model of the

Statistical Analysis System (SAS) is presented in Table

3.2. s is the number of sires each mated to d dams

which produce k offspring.

Table 3.2: Sib Analysis of Variance by GLM Procedure

Source of
Variation df Mean Square

Component of
Variance

Between Sires S-1 MS a2S =.1.(

dk
MSs-MSD )

Within Sires s(d-1) MSD a2= l(MSn-MSw)
(Between Dams) D k

Within
progenies

sd(k -1) MSw a2= MSw
W

0T = Total variance = 2as + oD al = a2 or Vp

Heritability estimate from sib analysis was made from a

sire component of variance as:

h2 = 4as

2

aT
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based on reports that the dam component of variance is

much more influenced by the environment.

Selection differential, for litter size it each

generation of selection was computed to estimate the

change in the population mean. Males and females had

different average selection differentials; the selection

differential S in a generation was calculated as:

S = 1 (SM + SF)
2

In generation 0.5 S is computed as either 4SF or hSm

as in this overlapping generation only females or males

are selected.

Expected Genetic Change for litter size (IG) was

determined to provide an estimate of possible genetic

progress for each generation of selection using (Falconer,

1981)

where

AGt = h2S

AGt =

h2 =

S =

Expected genetic change in
litter size from selection in
generation t

heritability estimate for
litter size

Selection differential
weighted by lArii

Realized heritability in each generation was computed from

the ratio of selection response to selection differential
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(Falconer, 1981). Selection response (SR) was computed

(Hetzer and Harvey, 1967) as

SR = - Po

where

Ps is mean performance of
selected parents

is mean performance of
offspring of selected

parents.

Correlated response in backfat thickness and loin eye area

was computed from the estimated heritabilities and genetic

correlation in each generation as (Fredeen and Mikami,

1986b)

where

CR = ih xhyrgay

CR is correlated response in backfat
thickness or loin eye area

is selection intensity

hx square root of heritability of
litter size

by square root of heritability of
either backfat thickness or loin
eye area

r
g is the genetic correlation between

the traits

a is phenotypic standard deviation
in backfat or loin eye area
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4. RESULTS

Breed averages were determined on the basis of data

adjusted to remove the influences of different factors on

variation of backfat thickness, loin eye area and litter

size. Litter size was adjusted for effect of inbreeding

of dam and litter and to a sow equivalent. ,A summary of

the data used to determine generation effect after

adjusting for factors found significant (Tables 4.7-4.9,

p 5 .05) in each population is presented in Table 4.1.

The data set was also adjusted for inbreeding of dam and

litter for estimates of litter size as these variables

changed. For an increase of 10% in inbreeding of dam,

litter size changed by -0.07 for Berkshire, -0.50 for

Yorkshire and -1.16 for Composite. With 10% inbreeding of

litter, litter size was changed by -0.51 for Berkshire,

-0.10 for Yorkshire and -0.12 for Composite (Table 4.3).

Significance of differences among breed means were

determined by Duncan's multiple range test. Backfat

thickness and loin eye area were adjusted for weight and

to a common sex basis at slaughter; Berkshires and

Composites did not differ significantly for backfat

thickness but both were larger than Yorkshire (p 5 .05).

Loin eye area for Berkshires was significantly greater

than Yorkshire and Composites; Yorkshires and Composites

did not differ significantly in this trait (p > .05). The

three breeds differed from each other for litter size,
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with Berkshires having the smallest litter size,

Yorkshires intermediate and Composite having the largest

(Tables 4.5-4.6).

In Table 4.7 - 4.9 are presented regression
coefficients and probability values showing the effects of

sex, farrowing season, year of farrowing and generation on

backfat thickness, loin eye area and litter size for each

population. Adjustment factors for differences between

sow and gilt means as determined from parity effects for

litter size, and between gilts and barrows for loin eye

area and backfat thickness are presented in Table 4.2.

Mean barrow and gilt differences in backfat thickness were

small and ranged from 0.09 inches for Berkshire to 0.17

inches for the Composite. Litter size differences between

gilts and sows were largest for Berkshire with 2.43 more

pigs for sows, intermediate for Composite with 1.04 and

lowest for Yorkshire with 0.83 more pigs for sows than for

gilts.

Regression coefficient for sex effect (Tables 4.7-4.9)

on backfat thickness was significant (p 5 .05) for the

Composite; Composite females had an average BF of 1.34 and

males 1.45 inches. Differences were not significant in

the other two breeds. For loin eye area, sex effect was

highly significant (p 5 .01) in all breeds. Berkshire

females had an average LEA of 4.51 square inches and the

males had 4.32. In Yorkshires, females had 3.99 square
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inches and the males had 3.71. In the Composite breed,

females had 4.28 square inches of LEA and the males and

3.85.

Seasonal effect on BF (Tables 4.7-4.9) was significant

(p 5 .05) for Composite but not for Berkshire and

Yorkshire. Spring farrowed Composite pigs had a higher

backfat thickness of 1.53 inches than fall pigs with 1.39.

For all the breeds, season of farrowing had no significant

effect on loin eye area; however fall farrowed Berkshire

pigs had a loin eye area of 4.33 square inches, Yorkshires

had 3.98, Composite 4.02 square inches whilst spring

Berkshire pigs had 4.45, Yorkshires 4.01 and Composite

pigs had an average LEA of 4.05 square inches. In

Yorkshsire and Composite the interaction between season

and sex for backfat and also loin eye area was significant

(p 5 .01). Spring farrowed female pigs for all breeds

had a higher average LEA and lower BF than spring farrowed

males and also for fall farrowed pigs. The effect of

season of farrow on subsequent litter size was only

significant (p 5 .01) for Berkshire. Berkshire litters

farrowed in spring had on average 0.86 more pigs than

those farrowed in the fall.

In Berkshires, year of farrowing had a significant (p

5 .01) effect on backfat thickness and number of pigs born

but none on LEA. On average 0.14 more pigs were farrowed

each year, spanning the study period. Backfat on the
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other hand was reduced in this period by 0.045

inches/year. Year of farrowing also significantly
affected BF and LS in Yorkshires (p 5 .01) but not for

LEA. Backfat was reduced on average by 0.03 inches each

year whilst LS was increased by 0.16 pigs. Both loin eye

area and backfat of Composite pigs were not significantly

affected by year of farrowing but litter size varied

significatly (p 5 .05).

Weight at slaughter had a highly significant (p 5 .01)

effect on backfat thickness and loin eye area in all the

breeds. For analysis, backfat thickness was adjusted to

210 lbs. live weight at slaughter and loin eye area to 216

lbs.

Generation effect was significant (p 5 .01) only for

loin eye area in Berkshire, but was not for either backfat

or litter size (Table 4.10).

As shown in Table 4.10, generation effect on both LS

and LEA for the Composite was highly significant (p 5

.01). The decrease in litter size after generation 1.5 may

indicate a substantial loss in heterosis during

development of Composite population from crossbreds. In

essence a similar result occurs with inbreeding of a

purebred population but generally of lesser magnitude. In

the Composite breed there is an increase, though not

significant (p 5 .05), in generation 0.5 from generation 1

of 11.62 and 12.28% in loin eye area and litter size
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respectively. Backfat thickness is increased

significantly by 12.69% in generation 0.5; the increase in

backfat depth in generations 1.5, 3 and 2.5 over

generations 1 were not significant.

Backfat thickness was highest (p 5 .05) in generation

1.5 for Berkshires (Table 4.10). It decreased by 3.7%

from generation 1 to 0.5 or by 4.7% from generation 0.5 to

2 and by 1.52% from generation 3 to 2.5. Measures of

loin eye area for Berkshires in generation 0.5, 1.5, 3 and

2.5 are significantly higher (p 5 .05) than generation 1.

The differences represent an increase of 18.23, 31.39,

22.53 and 21.01% respectively. Generations 3 and 2.5

represent reduction in LEA of 6.74 and 7.9% over

generation 1.5 with a LEA of 5.19 square inches.

Though not significant (p > .05), there was a

decrease in backfat thickness in generations 1.5 and 3 of

5.2 and 3.7% over generation 1 in the Yorkshire (Table

4.10). Litter size was increased (p 5 .05) by 23.73% in

generation 0.5 to 11.89 pigs from 9.61 in generation 1.

Breed differences within generations for backfat

thickness, loin eye area and litter size are presented in

Table 4.11. In generation 1 the composite had a

significantly (p 5 .05) lower loin eye area of 3.53 square

inches than for both Yorkshire with 3.76 and Berkshire

with 3.95 square inches. In generation 1, the differences

between the breeds were not significant (p > .05) for
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litter size and backfat thickness. In generation 2 and

1.5, Composite dams had more pigs (p 5 .05) than Yorkshire

and Berkshire dams; the differences between the breeds

were not significant in generation 3 and 2.5.

Phenotypic correlations (r) presented in Table 4.12

are data adjusted for inbreeding of sire, dam and litter

parity and weight at slaughter for all the traits in the 3

breeds. In Table 4.13 are r values when the data was

adjusted according to significance of the regression

coefficients reported in Tables 4.7 - 4.9. The

association between backfat and loin eye area in the let

generation of selection was highly significant in

Yorkshire and Composite (p 5 .01) with a negative

correlation in both the data adjusted for inbreeding and

parity effects (Table 4.12) and that adjusted to same year

and season of farrow (Table 4.13). In the Berkshire the

relationship between LEA and LS was not significant (p >

.05) in generation 1. The negative correlation between BF

and LEA was significant in both generations 1.5 and 3 for

the unadjusted data. In the data adjusted for sex, season

and years there was no association. The negative

correlation between backfat thickness and loin eye area in

Yorkshire was significant in generation 0.5, 2, 3 and

2.5. Generation 2 had the only significant association

between LEA and BF in the Composite breed.
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The phenotypic correlation with data adjusted for

season and year effects (Table 4.13) between BF and LS was

not stat.vtically significant in all the breeds for all

the generations except in generation 1 and 1.5 in

Composite aAd generation 2 in Yorkshire with r of 0.36,

-0.25 and -0.51 respectively. For the correlation between

loin eye area and litter size only generations 1, 2 and

2.5 for Berkshire, 2 for Yorkshire and Composite were

significant. Adjusting the data generally weakened the

correlations.iips that were significant in the data

adjusted only for inbreeding, weight at slaughter and

parity (Table 4 12).

Table 4.14 -,resents progeny phenotypic variances

within and bet en dams and sires, and estimates of

heritability )m these, using data adjusted for

inbreeding, parit. and weight at slaughter. Heritability

estimates for data adjusted to remove sex, year and

seasonal effects are presented (Table 4.15) .

Heritability for 'Atter size in the Composite varied from

16% in generation 3 to 23% in generation 2.5 (Table 4.14).

Loin eye area heri-.ability varied from 37% in generation

1.5 to 57 in generation 2.5. In the Yorkshire,

heritability estimate was lowest in generation 1.5 with

39% and highest in 1.5 with 66% for loin eye area; litter

size heritability estimate varied from 18t in generations

2 and 3 to 27% in creneration 1.5. For Berkshire
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heritability estimates for backfat thickness varied from

43% in generations 2 to 66% in generation 3.

Expected genetic progress in litter size estimated in

generations (overlapping and discrete) are presented in

Table 4.16 as computed from heritability values (Table

4.15) and realized selection differential. The Composite,

except in generation 2 and 2.5, had a greater selection

differential than either Yorkshire or Berkshire. With a

22% decrease in litter size over generation 2, generation

3 in the Composite is most affected by generation change.

The genetic response is quite variable, reaching peak in

generation 1.5 and then declines with subsequent selection

to 0.29 in generation 2.5 and 0.61 in generation 2. The

selection differentials in generation 0.5 ranged from 0.01

for Berkshire, to 0.04 for Yorkshire and 0.14 for the

Composite breed.

The reduction in variance through the generations as

presented in Table 4.14 and 4.15 are inconsistent;

variance estimated for siblings from different sires are

much higher than those between dams. Between sire

variances are much higher for litter size than for loin

eye area and backfat thickness.

Realized heritability estimates for litter size in

generations 0.5, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 are presented (Table

4.17) along with selection and correlated responses

determined in the progeny generations.
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Table 4.1: Summary of adjusted data, mean and standard deviations of 8F1, LEA2 and LS3

within overlapping generations in three breeds of swine:

GEM TRAIT N BERKSHIRE N YORKSHIRE N COMPOSITE

1 8F 157 1.38 t 0.14 145 1.35 t 0.22 172 1.43 t 0.21

LEA 157 4.25 t 0.67 145 3.82 t 0.56 172 3.95 t 0.71

LS 34 8.84 t 2.31 38 10.10 t 2.71 46 10.92 t 2.33

0.5 BF 98 1.37 t 0.16 71 1.35 t 0.21 86 1.48 t 0.18

LEA 98 4.70 t 0.60 71 3.88 t 0.63 86 3.96 t 0.51

LS 33 8.95 t 2.31 23 12.27 t 3.03 26 11.53 t 3.52

2 BF 61 1.29 t 0.06 63 1.40 t 0.23 93 1.36 t 0.17

LEA 61 4.37 t 0.46 63 3.53 t 0.64 93 4.18 t 0.67

LS 17 9.5 t 1.64 28 10.47 t 3.55 25 11.09 t 2.6

1.5 BF 45 1.43 t 0.11 59 1.27 t 0.19 90 1.37 t 0.17

LEA 45 5.19 t 0.45 59 3.88 t 0.68 90 4.15 t 0.53

LS 15 8.45 t 1.34 119 10.48 t 4.55 28 12. t 1.66

3 BF 74 1.23 t 0.24 85 1.24 t 0.22 68 1.37 t 0.13

LEA 74 4.83 t 0.35 85 3.94 t 0.53 68 3.93 t 0.38

LS 23 8.90 t 1.39 28 10.24 t 2.55 18 9.5 t 0.54

2.5 BE 59 1.36 t 0.14 89 1.22 t 0.14 71 1.4 t 0.19

LEA 59 3.90 t 0.51 89 3.75 t 0.43 71 4.28 t 0.84

LS 18 9.24 t 1.35 25 11.85 t 2.83 20 9.2 t 2.19

18F: Backfat thickness in inches
2
LEA: Loin eye area in square inches

3
LS: Litter size (number of pigs born alive and dead at a particular farrowing).
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Correction factors for adjusting carcass
traits and litter size for parity from a
gilt to a sow equivalent, and loin eye area
and backfat thickness to a barrow
equivalent.

Breed
Trait BERKSHIRE YORKSHIRE COMPOSITE

Litter Size
(number of pigs
born alive and
dead) 2.43 0.83 1.04

Loin Eye Area
(Square Inches) -0.14 -0.23 -0.22

Backfat (inches) 0.09 0.12 0.17
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Table 4.3: Mean and standard deviation of inbreeding
coefficients in three populations of swine

Breed

Variable

Inbreeding of

dae

Inbreeding of

litter

Inbreeding of

sire

BERKSHIRE YORKSHIRE COMPOSITE

.0614 t .0632 .1274 t .0778 .1331 t .0403

.0893 t .0670 .1338 t .0809 .1342 t .0546

.0789 t .0678 .1112 t .0870 .1280 t .0585
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Estimates of change in litter size as
inbreeding of litter and dam increased by
10%

Breed of
Dam

Variable

Inbreeding of
litter

Inbreeding of
dam

Berkshire Yorkshire Composite

-.51

-.06

-.10 -.12

-.50 -1.24
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Multiple comparison of trait means in
purebreds of data adjusted for inbreeding of
dam, sire and litter, parity and weight at
slaughter:

Trait
Breed N BACKFAT LOIN EYE AREA LITTER SIZE

BERKSHIRE 488 1.36a 4.51a 9.17a

YORKSHIRE 512 1.29b 3.99b 10.27b

COMPOSITE 514 1.34a 4.28c 11.30c

Means in the same column with same superscript are not
significantly different (p > .05).

N is total number of pigs used from each breed
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Table 4.6: Multiple comparison of trait means for data
adjusted for sex, season and year.

Trait
Breed Backfat Loin Eye Area Litter Size

N

BERKSHIRE 488 1.33a 4.50a 8.32a

YORKSHIRE 512 1.28b 4.01b 9 .45b

COMPOSITE 514 1.34a 4.12b 10.82c

Means in the same column with same superscript are not
significantly different (p > .05)
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Regression coeffients and p values from
linear regression of factors affecting
backfat, loin eye area and litter size in
Berkshire.

\ Trait

Independent 8ackfat

Variable (inches)

Loin Eye Area

(square inches)

Litter Size

Sex

1

0.006 t 0.02

NS2

0.28 t 0.1

0.007

Season 0.006 t 0.013 0.03 t 0.06 0.70 + 0.20

NS NS 0.0006

Year -0.017 t 0.005 -0.008 t 0.02 0.16 t 0.08

0.002 NS 0.05

Generation -0.0003 t 0.002 0.124 t 0.016 -0.04 t 0.01

NS 0.001 NS

Sex

(Generation) 0.18 t 0.04 0.26 t 0.17

NS 0.01

Season

(Generation) 0.02 t 0.05 0.17 t 0.09 0.81 t 0.42

NS 0.02 0.002

Year

(Generation -0.13 t 0.09 0.02 t 0.01 0.16 t 0.11

0.02 0.04 NS

1p is level of significance.
2Not significant (p > .05)
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Regression coefficients and p values from
linear regression of factors affecting
backfat, loin eye area and litter size in
Yorkshire.

Trait

Independent Backfat Loin Eye Area Litter Size

Variable (inches) (square inches)

Sex
p1

Season

p

Year

p

Generation

p

-0.05 t 0.03

0.07

0.015 t 0.015

NS2

-0.027 t 0.009

0.002

0.004 t 0.03

NS

0.38 t 0.07

0.0001

0.059 t 0.04

NS

0.02 t 0.03

NS

0.06 t 0.04

NS

0.40 t 0.24

NS

0.44 t 0.14

0.002

0.14 t 0.11

0.0002

Sex

(Generation) -0.05 t 0.02 0.39 t 0.14

p NS 0.0011

Season

(Generation) -0.034 t 0.04 0.06 t 0.01 0.46 t 0.17

p NS NS 0.014

Year

(Generation) -0.02 t 0.01 0.09 t 0.02 0.46 t 0.13

p 0.006 NS 0.0001

'level of significance.
2Not significant (p > .05)



Table 4.9:

Independent

Variable

Sex

p1

Season

Trait

Year

Generation

Sex

(Generation)

P

Season

(Generation)

Year

(Generation)
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Regression coefficients and p values from
linear regression of factors affecting
backfat, loin eye area and litter size in
Composite.

Backfat Loin Eye Area Litter Size

(inches) (square inches)

-0.07 t 0.02 0.49 t 0.07

0.0001 0.0001

0.03 t 0.01 0.02 t 0.05 0.26 t 0.18

0.02 NS2 NS

0.01 t 0.01 0.03 t 0.03 0.24 t 0.11

NS NS 0.02

0.13 t 0.06 0.16 t 0.11 0.21 t 0.17

0.03 0.0002 0.0001

-0.02 t 0.01 0.21 t 0.04

0.0001 0.0001

0.09 t 0.01 0.17 t 0.08 0.20 t 0.12

0.02 0.001 0.0001

0.09 t 0.03 0.15 t 0.11 0.16 t 0.07

NS 0.006 0.009

1Level of significance.
2Not significant (p = .05)
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Table 4.10: Multiple comparisons of generation means in
BF, LEA and LS

\XI:sed

Generation BERKSHIRE YORKSHIRE COMPOSITE

1

0.5

2

1.5

3

2.5

*PG«,

**R2

BE LEA LS BE LEA LS BF LEA LS

1.401 3.95c 9.826 1.34ab 3.76 9.61b 1.34b

1.351 4.67ab 8.781 1.33ab 3.84 11.891 1.511

1.291
4.37bc 9.50ab

1.441 3.53 10.47ab 1.34b

1.49b 5.191 10.20b 1.27b 3.63 10.63ab 1.35b

1.301 4.84ab Loeb
1.29b 3.85 10.53ab 1.40ab

1.321
4.781b 9.511b

1.34b 3.78 10.25ab 1.406

0..19 0.0010 0.09 0.33 0.26 0.0002 0.02

0.047 0.3326 0.026 0.021 0.024 0.1139 0.0856

3.53c 9.69b

3.94abc 10.88ab

3.75bc 12.531

4.146 12.431

4.00ab 9.67b

4.28a 10.50b

0.0002 0.0001

0.1488 0.2863

Means in the same column with same superscript are not
significantly different (p = .05)

*
Gen is level of significance showing effect of

generations on each trait in each breed.

* * R2 is amount of variation in trait due to
generations.



Table A multiple comparison of breed means in generations 1, 0.5,
1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 using Fisher's Protected Least Significant
Differences

Elm 1 0.5 2 1.5 3 .
Trait

Breed 8F
1

LEA
2

LS
3

OF LEA LS BF LEA LS OF LEA LS a- BF LEA LS

Berkshire 1.40 3.958 9.82 1.358 4.678 8.788 1.29 4.32 9.508 1.498 5.198 10.208 1.30 4.84 8.658 1.32 4.788 9.61

Yorkshire 1.34 3.76b 9.61 1.338 3.84b 11.89b 1.44 3.53 10.47b 1.27b 3.63b 10.638 1.29 3.85 10.53b 1.34 3.78b 10.25

(termite 1.34 3.530 9.69 1.51b 3.94b 10.88b 1.34 3.75 12.53c 1.35b 4.14ab 12.43b 1.40 4.00 9.678 1.40 4.28810.50

Means in the same column with same superscript are not
significantly different (a = .025)

18F is backfat thickness in inches

2LEA is loin eye area in square inches

3Litter size
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Table 4.12:

Correlation

Phenotypic correlation,r, between backfat, loin eye area and litter size in

Berkshire, Yorkshire and Composite breeds.

GENERATION BERKSHIRE YORKSHIRE COMPOSITE

r* P r P r P

8F*LEA 1 0.06 NS** -0.29 0.0005 -0.23 0.008

8F*LS -0.02 NS 0.08 NS 0.36 0.0001

LEA*LS -0.23 0.02 0.003 NS 0.05 NS

BF *LEA 0.5 0.01 NS -0.29 0.015 -0.1 NS

8F*LS 0.03 NS 0.0004 NS -0.38 NS

LEA*LS -0.17 NS -0.07 NS 0.14 NS

BF*LEA 2 0.55 NS -0.51 0.03 -0.22 0.04

13F*LS -0.29 NS 0.55 0.01 0.008 NS

LEA*LS -0.93 0.008 -0.49 0.04 -0.36 0.0005

8F*LEA 1.5 -0.22 0.04 -0.29 NS -0.15 NS

8F*LS 0.06 NS -0.02 NS -0.25 0.02

LEA*LS 0.09 NS -0.11 NS 0.15 NS

8F*LEA 3 -0.18 0.006 -0.34 0.02 -0.15 NS

8F*LS 0.44 NS -0.04 NS 0.28 NS

LEA*LS -0.43 NS -0.06 NS -0.16 NS

BF*LEA 2.5 -0.25 NS -0.42 0.03 -0.53 NS

BF*LS -0.31 NS 0.35 NS 0.24 NS

LEA*LS -0.24 0.04 -0.54 NS -0.76 NS

*NS is non-significant (p > .05)

**r is phenotypic correlation
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Table 4.13:

Correlation

Genetic correlation between traits in purebreds on data adjusted to same

season, year and sex.

GENERATION BERKSHIRE YORKSHIRE COMPOSITE

r** P r P r P

BF*LEA 1 0.11 NS* 0.19 NS -0.22 0.03

BF*LS 0.19 NS 0.28 NS 0.36 0.03

LEA*LS 0.04 NS 0.31 NS 0.05 NS

BF*LEA 0.5 0.14 .04 -0.16 .03 0.12 NS

BF*LS -0.21 NS 0.14 NS -0.25 0.035

LEA*LS 0.20 NS -0.07 NS 0.24 NS

BF*LEA 2 0.37 0.05 -0.21 NS -0.34 0.02

8F*LS 0.19 NS 0.25 NS 0.006 NS

LEA*LS -0.44 NS -0.28 0.03 -0.46 0.003

BF*LEA 1.5 - 0.02 NS -0.19 0.05 0.15 0.04

BF*LS 0.14 0.03 -0.04 NS -0.35 NS

LEA*LS 0.07 NS -0.31 .03 0.09 NS

8F *LEA 3 -0.25 0.04 -0.31 NS 0.25 0.04

BF *LS 0.14 NS 0.14 NS 0.18 NS

LEA*LS -0.23 0.05 0.26 0.04 -0.26 NS

BF*LEA 2.5 -0.36 0.03 -0.22 NS -0.23 0.03

BF*LS -0.11 NS 0.15 0.02 0.14 NS

LEA*LS -0.31 NS -0.24 0.05 -0.46 NS

*NS is non-significant (p > .05)

**r is phenotypic correlation
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Table 4.14: Heritability estimates in the unselected
populations from sib analysis within
generations 0.5, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 in
Berkshire, Yorkshire and Composite Breeds.

Breed Berkshire Yorkshire Composite

Gen Trait

S
0

Source of Variation

Si Si ST
h2 52

D

Source of Variation

Si Si ST
h2

SD

Source of Variation

Si 4 S?
h2

OF 0.74 0.12 0.16 1.02 0.47 0.91 0:22 0.31 1.44 0.61 1.62 0.48 0.85 2.95 0.65

0.5 LEA 1.35 0.26 0.09 1.7 0.01 2.66 0.84 0.81 4.31 0.18 1.24 0.75 0.34 4.33 0.69

LS 1.94 0.90 0.35 2.39 0.15 2.34 0.21 0.61 3.16 0.27 1.85 0.11 0.86 2.82 0.16

OF . 1.93 0.43 0.25 2.61 0.16 0.69 0.11 0.29 1.09 1.41 0.81 0.08 0.15 1.04 1.31

1.5 LEA 1.64 0.51 0.98 3.13 0.15 0.91 0.16 0.51 1.58 0.41 1.64 0.19 0.08 1.91 0.40

LS 2.01 0.24 0.86 3.11 0.31 1.61 0.12 0.62 2.35 0.20 2.51 0.13 0.81 3.45 0.15

BF 0.65 0.14 0.31 1.10 0.51 0.41 0.13 0.22 0.76 1.11 0.77 0.11 0.11 0.99 0.44

2 LEA 1.73 0.66 0.78 3.17 0.13 1.02 0.16 0.62 11 0.30 0.86 0.12 0.24 1.38 0.34

LS 1.58 0.12 0.98 2.78 0.17 2.67 0.12 0.94 3.73 0.13 1.74 0.08 0.72 2.54 0.13

OF 0.63 0.21 0.55 1.39 0.11 0.87 0.28 0.29 1.44 1.71 0.82 0.15 0.21 1.18 0.51

2.5 LEA 1.14 0.23 0.34 1.71 0.64 1.75 0.24 0.48 2.47 0.39 1.15 0.21 0.23 1.59 0.53

LS 2.45 0.21 0.95 3.61 0.23 2.06 0.19 0.85 3.10 0.25 2.02 0.19 0.79 3.00 0.25

OF 0.71 0.15 0.16 1.02 0.47 0.83 0.13 0.25 1.21 1.43 0.70 0.10 0.27 1.07 0.37

3.0 LEA 1.02 0.27 0.53 1.82 0.59 1.63 0.49 0.97 3.09 0.63 1.12 0.19 0.29 1.6 0.41

LS 1.84 0.23 0.83 2.90 0.32 2.63 0.14 0.85 3.62 0.16 2.16 0.14 0.96 3.26 0.17



Table 4.15: ieritability estimates from
generations 0.5, 1.5, 2,
Berkshire, Yorkshire and
for adjusted data.

52

sib analysis in
2.5 and 3 for

Composite breeds

Breed Berkshire Yorkshire Composite

Gen Trait
2

'D

rcSoue of Variation

Si Si Si
h2

S
2

Source of Variation

s St hi 2
SD 2

Sourc! of Variation

Si Sh Si h2

BF 0.05 0.10 0.33 0.61 0.71 0.19 0.21 1.21 1.63 1.41 0.35 0.74 2.50 0.56

0.5 LEA 0.15 0.16 0.19 1.20 0.53 1.47 0.76 0.16 2.75 IA 0.96 0.16 0.31 1.43 0.45

LS 1.14 10 0.75 1.99 0.20 2.16 0.14 0.52 2.12 1.21 0.01 0.05 0.66 1.55 0.21

BF 1.43 0.31 0.33 2.09 0.63 0.54 0.12 0.22 0.81 0.15 0.71 0.09 0.14 1.94 0.35

1.5 LEA 1.44 0.49 0.94 2.87 0.66 0.11 0.14 0.44' 1.46 1.31 1.44 0.16 0.15 1.73 0.37

LS 1.01 0.14 G.96 2.11 0.27 1.11 0.11 0.42 1.64 1.27 1.74 0.13 0.16 2.73 1.11

BF 0.61 0.10 0 21 1.10 0.43 0.49 0.12 0.44 1.02 0.42 0.56 0.10 0.14 1.91 0.50

2 LEA 1.61 0.36 0.74 2.17 0.53 0.68 0.14 0.40 1.30 1.43 0.74 0.01 0.10 0.93 0.31

LS 1.64 0.19 0.71 2.54 CM 1.43 0.10 0.66 2.19 0.11 1.21 0.01 0.66 1.96 0.10

BF 0.51 0.19 0.57 1.34 0.57 0.74 0.16 0.24 1.14 11.56 0.69 0.12 0.24 1.05 1.46

2.5 LEA 0 SI 0.14 0.22 0.27 0.44 1.02 0.21 0.46 1.19 1.11 0.14 0.10 0.16 1.28 1.57

LS 2. 5 0.20 0.55 3.20 0.25 1.76 0.16 0.65 2.57 0.24 1.02 0.16 0.71 2.63 1.23

OF 0.'0 0.16 0.1' 0.97 0.61 8.11 0.10 0.15 1.21 1.31 0.64 0.11 0.29 1.04 1.42

3.0 LEA 0.81 0.17 0.46 1.44 0.47 1.22 0.31 0.96 2.49 1.51 0.90 0.17 0.28 1.35 0.54

LS 1.73 0.17 0. 4 2.54 0.27 1.13 0.13 0.71 3.62 0.11 1.87 0.12 0.87 2.16 0.11
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Table 4.16: Expected genetic progress from selection in
generations 1, 0.5, 2, 1.5, 2.5 and 3 for
litter size in the Composite, Berkshire and
Yorkshire.

Breed Berkshire Yorkshire Composite

Generation S1
R2

i
3

S R i S R i

1 1.21 --- 0.53 1.98 --- 0.73 1.64 --- 0.70

0.5 1.03 0.21 0.45 2.04 0.41 0.67 1.14 0.24 0.32

1.5 0.91 0.25 0.68 2.13 0.58 0.47 1.78 0.34 1.07

2.5 1.36 0.34 1.01 2.12 0.51 0.75 1.29 0.30 0.59

2 2.14 0.64 1.30 1.19 0.21 0.34 1.91 0.34 0.74

3 1.16 0.31 0.84 2.22 0.40 0.87 1.38 0.22 2.56

is

3i

is realized selection differential (weighted
selection differential

is expected genetic progress (in generation) from
selecting for litter size

is standardized selection differential or
selection intensity



Table 4.17: Selection response and realized heritability estimates in litter size for Be
responses in backfat thickness and loin eye area.

Generati Berkshire Yorkshire Composite

SR* h2 CRB CRL SR h2 CRB CRL SR h2 CRB CR

0.5 0.05 0.05 -.004 .020 0.14 0.07 0.007 -0.011 0.21 0.18 0.001 0.012

1.5 0.16 0.18 .004 .009 0.17 0.08 0.007 -0.011 0.19 0.11 0.017 0.014

2 0.11 0.05 .005 -0.105 0.24 0.20 0.005 -0.017 0.26 0.10 0.009 -0.059

2.5 0.13 0.10 -0.054 -0.053 0.16 0.08 0.006 -0.027 0.25 0.19 0.006 -0.082

3 0.11 0.10 0.012 -0.024 0.23 0.10 0.007 0.036 0.22 0.16 -.013 -0.072

*SR is selection response in a generation

h2 is realized heritability estimate

CR is correlated response in B-backfat thickness and
L- loin eye area
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5. Discussion

The results from earlier studies on this data by Spurr

(1969) and more recently by Bellaty (1987) are consistent

with results of the present study in that the Composite

has a significantly (p < .01) larger litter size than

either Berkshire or Yorkshire. For carcass measurements,

this study reports an increase, though not significant (p

> .05) in backfat thickness and decrease in loin eye area

for the Composite over parental breeds. Spur (1969)

attributed the lack of significant improvement in loin eye

area to low selection intensity; this might well be so,

because the general philosophy in the development of the

Composite, litter size and growth measures (feed

efficiency, growth rate, etc.) were more emphasized.

Generation analysis, however have shown here that the

increase in litter size for the composite is only

sustained to generation 2, with significant decrease in

number of pigs born in generations 2.5 and 3 respectively.

The decrease in latter generations is probably due to loss

of heterozygote advantage, which the Composite would be

expected to have over Berkshire and Yorkshire parental

breeds. This result agrees with reports by Pirchner (1983)

that gene frequency might stabilize through generations of

selection in crossbred populations with intense mating

increasing homozygosity and reducing heterosis. A

synthetic breed, like the Composite, would therefore be
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expected to retain only a smaller fraction of its

hettrosis relative to the base population. The nature of

the flexible selection scheme within small closed

populations makes such losses highly probable with the

unavoidable inbreeding that comes with mating best to

best. This loss in heterozygote advantage probably

explains the significant decrease in difference between

Yorkshire and the Composite in litter size in later

generations. As noted by Bellaty (1987), the average

number of pigs born by both Berkshire and Yorkshire sows

n this study aye above those reported in the literature

rewry, 1973). sitter size for Berkshire and Yorkshire

wa% hardly improved by selection in this study. This is

in y-eement with the literature in that heritability is

low cr this trait and marked improvement would require

extend'd generations of effective selection.

Kricez et al., (1982) reported that Yorkshire has a

BF measure of 1.45 in. and LEA of 4.33 in2 and Berkshire

1.41 in. and 4.41 in2. The results reported here indicate

moderate improvements in BF and LEA for both parental

breeds over veneration 1 measurements. For loin eye area,

Composite hall a larger measure than Yorkshire but lower

than Berkshire in all the generations; showing an

improvement in carcass quality over Yorkshire, fulfilling

in part the breeding objective. Arguments could be raised

that loin eye area alone is not enough to determine
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carcass quality and justify selection solely based on it.

Spurr (1969) in his study on this data reported a

significant differences (p < .01) between length of

carcass and loin eye area justifying the use of only LEA

in the present study.

Influence of environmental factors is reflected by the

positive year effects on backfat and litter size for all

three populations (Tables 4.7 - 4.9). The year effects

are consistent with other studies (Page, 1976, and Miller

et al., 1978). Different feeding trials during the period

1962-73 when the data used in this study were collected,

might account for the positive yearly effect on both

backfat and loin eye area. McMeekan (1940) reported that

lowering feed quality increased backfat thickness but do

not significantly affect loin eye area of growing pigs.

Nielson (1964) however disputed this claim, observing that

severe retardation from the environment, not temporary

lowering of feed quality, is necessary to permanently

inhibit lean growth. Except for the Berkshire population,

season of farrow had no significant effect on number of

pigs born per litter. Since litter size is a function of

the dam and its environment, the lack of significance

might suggest an above average management condition to

buffer seasonal changes. Spurr (1969) reported non-

significant seasonal effects in the Berkshire, Yorkshire

and Composite for litter size and pig birth weight but
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significant effects on average number of pigs weaned from

spring farrowed litters. Significant year effect on

litter size for Berkshire, Yorkshire and Composite were

found in this study. The positive effect reported here

was certainly not maintained, as generation analysis

(Table 4.10) showed a decline for all 3 breeds in later

years. Inbreeding depression as shown in Table 4.4 might

have acted to decrease or slow any increase in litter

size. Spur (1969) and Bellaty (1987) reported a decline

in growth rate in all three populations after 1965. This

general decline in performance may in part account for

the decrease in litter size in subsequent generations.

Significant sex effects were found for loin eye area

in all three populations, and for average backfat

thickness in the Composite. That females had an average

0.30 square inches larger loin eye area and 0.11 inches

less backfat thickness than males is consistent with

results of other studies reported by Hetzer et al., (1956)

and Krider et al., (1979). These studies reported 0.38

square inches more loin eye area and 0.07 less backfat

thickness for females than for males. Studies generally

indicate a trade-off in performance between sexes, with

male pigs growing faster, reaching market weight 5.4 days

earlier than females, but with larger average backfat and

smaller loin eye area (Fredeen and Plank, 1963 and Bruner

and Swiger, 1968). The effects of increased live weight
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at slaughter reported here are in agreement with findings

of other studies (Staun, 1978; NSIF, 1981)

A possible problem with recombination based on crosses

of diverse types is the breakdown of epistasis amongst

loci for a particular genotype (Kinghorn, 1980 and

Dickerson, 1972). However most economically important

traits in established breed structures are controlled by

additive gene action. This makes recombination loss in

this study negligible.

An alternative low-cost breed improvement technique is

grading up. First generation offspring from a cross of

"exotic" breed sires crossed to native tropical pigs

combine the advantage of adaptability and improved

performance. Beyond this, however one would expect a

decline in adaptive performance with an increase in

inheritance from the "exotic" sires used in the grading

program. Recombination of traits, though long and

uncertain, if properly effected can be a breeding scheme

of low cost to improve performance and increase

adaptability.

The extensive overlapping of generations in the

breeding program used in this study was probably intended

to overcome the slow rate of progress when traits are

recombined and selected for in discrete generations. This

process is largely dependent on probability, i.e. chance

of assembling the best genes in one animal. With the
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animal having a small number of offspring, coupled with

t.ie many genes that control economically important traits,

the probability of a perfect combination is quite small

eve', with many generations of intente selection.

Feritability estimates reportei here (Tables 4.13-

4.14) are much higher than those reported elsewhere

(Craft, ..958; Boylan et al., 1961; Enfield and Whatley,

1961 and Young et al., 1978). The difference can be

attributed partly to the lower environmental effects

observed in this study (P < .05, rabies 4.7-4.9) like

season of farrow, year or live weight at slaughter. The

method of herirability estimation in mast studies reported

daughter-dam regression, which would -end to include a

higher envirc rental component of variance. A possible

explanation .:he larger number of sires introduced

particularly i the later generations, causing a larger

within-sires and between-dams compo tent of variance

(Tables 4.14 and 4.15). By removing tie effect of the

different f }c.:ors (Tables 4.7 - 4.9), variances

partitioned would reflect more truly th' additive genetic

effects on the traits. That the estimates did not

consistently increase for all the traits in all 3

populations through the generaticns is probably an

indication of .ow selection pressure or lack of

significant progress from selection. In general the

difference between sire and dam components of variance
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were much larger for litter size than for backfat and loin

eye area. This would suggest a greater maternal and non-

additive genetic effect on litter size. Through the

generations considered in the present study, dam component

of variance was consistently greater than sire component.

This difference was larger for Berkshire and Yorkshire

parental breeds than for the Composite. The heritability

estimates for the composite were generally lower than

those for the parental Yorkshire and Berkshire breeds.

This might imply that the population developed from the

Yorkshire x Berkshire crossbred foundation had reduced

enough genetic divergence to change the proportion of

genetic variance.

The low heritability estimates reported here for

litter size compared to those for loin eye area and

backfat thickness is consistent with other studies (Craft,

1958, Spur, 1969 and Pumpfrey et al., 1975). Litter size

with low heritability estimate indicates that progress

from selection will likely be slow. Through the

generations, the similarity of these estimates in all

three populations might indicate that the cross of

Berkshire x Yorkshire was between co-adapted genotypes and

therefore did not create extensive new combinations of

genes varying widely in effect from those of parental

Berkshires and Yorkshires.
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Loin eye area and backfat thickness heritability

estimates for all the breeds were moderate to high in all

the six generations. That much of the backfat and loin

eye area heritability estimates were slightly removed from

true literature estimates (Enfield and Whatley, 1961;

Bereskin and Lush, 1965 and Young et al., 1978) reflect an

inconsistency on which Feldman and Lewontin (1975) based

their objection to the concept of heritability. Flock

(1970), for example, found that heritabilities estimated

from various sib correlations were all considerably larger

than estimates earlier reported by Bereskin and Lush

(1965). The latter study involved daughter-dam regression

or relatives one generation removed whilst the former,

like the present study, used half-sib estimates of

variance. Estimates based on comparison selection gain to

selection differential is realized heritability (Falconer,

1981); in this form it predicts gains from selecting in a

breeding program with a two-way selection experiment (high

and low lines for example) designed to standardize

environmental effects. Hetzer and Harvey (1967) estimated

realized heritabilities for backfat thickness through 10

generations of selection for high and low backfat in

Yorkshires. For the first five generations their

estimates compared to sib-correlation estimates were

similar in both directions. Alsing et al. (1980), in

comparing regression of daughter-litter size on dams found
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a much smaller heritability estimate than regression on

another litter of the same dam. The results obtained here

could partly be explained by environmental correlation

arising from maternal contribution to adjacent litters.

Intangible environmental influences in this study possibly

acted to increase similarity between animals. Limited

space and feeding of relatives like siblings in a litter

can lead to competition and therefore increase the

variance between these animals. Jonsson (1959) reported

that group feeding of litters resulted in five times as

much variance as single-fed litter mates.

Population (breed) differences in heritability are

dependent in part on breeding histories. The Berkshire

foundation stock was begun with higher initial

homozygosity than the Yorkshire (England, D. C., personal

communication). It was expected Berkshires would have

lower variation in earlier generations resulting in lower

heritability estimates.

The estimates of heritability in generations

considered in this study were inconsistent. With

selection for litter size from one generation to the next,

it is expected that variance between sibs for this trait

would decrease leading to a proportionate decrease in

heritability (Pirchner, 1983). That the decrease was not

consistent might be explained from two aspects. The first

and probably most important for the present study was the
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low and flexible selection pressure (to accommodate

different performance traits) applied in the breeding

program. Of less significance particularly for loin eye

area and backfat thickness is the proximity of a trait to

Larwinian fitness; so that selection would bring no

oignificant improvement, the closer to Darwinian fitness a

t'alt is (Fisher, 1930). With high heritability

es imates, backfat and loin eye area can be effectively

selected for. Results of Danish pig testing over 30 years

havt reported considerable progress in both backfat

thic-mess and loin eye area but not for litter size

(Stau 1978).

Ti phenotypic and possible genetic correlation

between ackfat thickness, litter size and loin eye area

have be Investigated using three pigs per litter in this

study (T es 4.11 and 4.12). Two traits of an individual

may be related via a common environment or set of

genes. Wsere heritability estimates of each trait is

small, the !orrelation will be influenced predominantly by

non-genetic effects. The trait under selection in this

study was litter size, and to a small extent backfat

thickness, in all the three breeds.

The phenotypic correlation between backfat and loin

eye area in Berkshire, though not consistent, was mostly

negative in laser generations. This trend agrees with

correlations reperted by other studies (Roy et al., 1968,
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Bruner and Swiger 1968 and McKay and Rahnfield, 1986.) in

which phenotypic correlations varied from -15.00 to 0.40.

This trend is observed for both Yorkshire and Composite,

though for the latter, the relationship was only

significant in generation 1 and 2. By removing the year,

seasonal and sex effects, the trend in this relationship

was still maintained; this would indicate that there is a

genetic basis to the relationship. The small sample size

in the different generations makes random genetic drift a

more acceptable explanation for the strong negative

association. An environmental effect through high level

quality feeding might be a more logical cause of the

relationship between backfat and loin eye area. Another

line of thought might be that improved level of feeding

permits higher average (additive) gene effect in both

traits. Dickerson and Grimes (1947) and Dickerson (1951)

reported that Duroc swine on a high plane of nutrition

had, on average, thinner backfat and thicker muscling.

Where selection in a breeding program is to emphasize

backfat thickness, an optimum, rather than low depth is

more profitable. An upward or downward direction reduces

fitness, with a resulting reduction in growth rate

(Morris, 1974). Low backfat thickness has been reported

to aggravate Porcine Stress Syndrome (caused by autosomal

recessive genes at a single locus) and decrease carcass
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quality by making it soft, pale and watery, a condition

known as Pale Soft Exudative (Krider et al., 1982).

The evidence in the literature on the association

between litter size and either loin eye area or backfat

thickness is confusing and inconsistent like those

presented here. United States Department of Agriculture

(1981) reported a tendency for litter size to increase

when backfat thickness decreased in Duroc swine selected

for low backfat thickness. The same study however showed

an increase in litter size as backfat increased in

Yorkshire selected for high and low backfat thickness.

Fahmy and Bernard (1972) showed small and inconsistent

trends in litter size when loin eye area was selected for

over ten generations. Young (1977) reported a positive

genetic correlation between growth rate and litter size;

this is consistent with the generalization that fast-

growing pigs tend to be less mature at a standard weight

of 220 pounds, and therefore would be larger at maturity,

ultimately producing larger litters. Taking this

reasoning further, pigs with higher growth rate have been

reported (McMeekan, 1940, and Dickerson, 1951), to have

thicker backfat and larger loin eye area; so that litter

size association with growth rate possibly correlates

indirectly with backfat thickness and loin eye area.

Hetzer and Miller (1972) however reported a negative

genetic correlation between growth rate (post-weaning) and
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backfat thickness in Yorkshire selected over eleven

generations for high and low backfat thickness.

The primary trait, litter size, in this study

increased for the Composite in generations 0.5, 2, 1.5 and

3 over generation 1 (the base population), but this

increase did not translate into a consistent directional

change in either loin eye area or backfat thickness, the

secondary traits (Table 4.9). Selection was for large

litter size, but the low selection differentials reported

here (Table 4.14) suggest that little progress was made in

this trait, which makes the relationships with loin eye

area and backfat thickness reported in Tables 4.11 and

4.12 to be of little relevance in drawing conclusions on

the strength and direction of the phenotypic correlations.

Success in a selection program for n independent

traits is, among other factors, dependent on 1/-i

intensity of selection on each trait (Dickerson, 1969; and

DeNise et al., 1983). The fewer the traits selected for,

the more progress per trait one can expect. With one

trait emphasized over many generations of selection,

significant improvement can be expected. Genetic

correlation between traits offers the opportunity for

breeders to emphasize fewer or de-emphasize more traits in

the breeding program. The correlations reported here

between backfat, loin eye area and litter size were quite

erratic; a much more conclusive study would select for
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high and low backfat of loin eye area, or litter size and

then evaluate for each lice the correlated response in the

non-selected trait.

Realized heritabilities reported here (Table 4.16)

along with selection respo.tse underlie the complexity of

litter size. The realized heritability estimates are

consistent with those reported by other workers (Dickerson

et al., 1974 and Pumpfrey et 11., 1975). The litter size,

due to its complexity, is dependent upon ovulation rate,

fertilization rate and prenital viability of embryos

(Johnson and Zimmerman, 19861. In the present study,

increased ovulation and prenata. viability of embryos due

to dam's and embryo's heterosis n-y account for the larger

litters observed for the Composit Al earlier generations.

Initiated from a crossbred foundat one would expect it

to have a hjcher proportion of hettrozygote loci than

either Yorkshire or Berkshire. With p.ogressive inter se

mating in sAllsequent generations, it is expected that the

proportion of homozygote loci would increase, and in the

process be the advantage conferred by heterozygosis

(heterosis). Embryo survival may be influenced in a

significant way by both vigor of the embryo and the

ability of rhe sow to provide nutrients: heterosis

increases both these physical characteristics (Skarman,

1965; and Hacker et al., 1970). For Berkshire and

Yorkshire sows, it is possible that the rate of inbreeding
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in subsequent generations was much higher than that

computed (Table 4.3). It is also possible that the

environmental factors removed in this study through

adjusting for seasonal and year effect encompass more

complex items, most of which are intangible. Precision of

calculations to evaluate genetic and environmental

parameters in a small population are possibly reduced by

random population drift. Random drift would change gene

frequency that would be reflected in changes of the

generation mean. The results reported here should be

considered on a limited basis and not generalized as the

number of animals used in the generations might not be

representative of the breeds. Experiments designed to

estimate genetic improvement by selection would use an

unselected population as a control group with the

assumption that environmental differences affect both

population equally, eliminating environmental fluctuations

from assessment of the rate of genetic response. These

experiments, like two-way or divergent selections are

still subject to genetic drift. In a two-way selection

experiment (high and low lines), it is expected that the

standard deviation between lines is doubled causing the

response to double.



Table 5.1: Heritability estimates reported in this study:

reed Berkshire Yorkshire Composite
Trai

Gen =F LEA LS BF LEA LS BF LEA LS

1 0.49 0.62 0.13 0.54 0.71 0.29 0.66 0.72 0.17

0.5 0.47 0.61 0.15 0.61 0.78 0.27 0.65 0.69 0.16

1.5 0.66 0.65 0.31 0.40 0.41 0.20 0.31 0.40 0.15

2 0.51 0.83 0.17 0.68 0.36 0.13 0.44 0.36 0.13

2.5 0.60 0.54 0.23 0.78 0.39 0.25 0.51 0.53 0.25

3 0.47 0.59 0.32 0.43 0.63 0.16 0.37 0.48 0.17
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6. Summary and Conclusions

Records on a total of 456 litters were used to assess

response to a primary and two secondary traits, 140 of

these were from Berkshire dams; 159 litters were from

Yorkshire dams and 148 were from Composite dams. The data

were collected over an eleven year period, 1962-73, in

which selection was based on a flexible value system and

were analyzed after adjusting for different variables, for

the association of generation with litter size, loin eye

area and backfat thickness. Analysis within three

discrete and three overlapping generations was done to

determine the phenotypic correlation between litter size,

the primary trait, backfat thickness and loin eye area.

The results of these analyses support the following

conclusions:

1. Composite dams in earlier generations,

had significantly larger litters than

both Yorkshire and Berkshire dams.

There is a significant decline in litter

size of Composite dams in later

generations, possibly a result of loss

of heterozygote advantage. The

differences among generations in litter

size within Berkshire and Yorkshire dams

were small; suggesting a failure to
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improve this trait in these breeds by

selection.

2. E.!fect of generation on loin eye area

though generally positive was not

significant for the Berkshire, Yorkshire

and Composite pigs.

3. Back:at did not change significantly

with generation in the Composite,

Yorkt. ire or Berkshire animals. That

this trait along with loin eye area was

not Significantly affected in the

Comp te as litter size changed

sign cantly between generations

sugges the absence of, but does not

preclule, phenotypic correlation.

4. The phenotypic correlations were very

inconsilttnt. However, the trends

indicate that phenotypic correlation

between loin eye area and backfat

thickness in the Berkshire, Yorkshire

and Composite pigs is large and

negative. fly removing year and seasonal

effects for ihenotypic correlation to
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reflect genetic correlation more

closely, estimated correlation values

remained mostly negative, though lower

levels of significance.

5. Extensive overlapping of generations led

to lower selection pressure which

reduced the response below that expected

from selection per unit of time for

large litters. This was reflected in

the low estimates of heritability and

selection differential.

6. Recombination successfully combines loin

eye area, backfat thickness and litter

size in the Composite without

significant decline over Berkshire and

Yorkshire parental breeds. The

heritability estimates of backfat

thickness and loin eye area are high;

recombination supported by strong

emphasis on these traits would probably

significantly increase the average value

of these in generations.

7. Variances between progenies from

different dams and sires for litter

size, loin eye area and backfat
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thickness were not significantly

affected by the flexible selection

system. Low selection pressure in

overlapping generations might be

responsible.

Recommendation: Determining genetic correlation amongst

economic traits has a high potential benefit: A more

conclusive study to determine genetic correlation between

backfat, loin eye area and litter size should involve six

lines; covariation of these traits amongst the lines would

provide the basis for determining genetic correlation

between traits directly selected for and the correlated

traits not under selection.
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